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�� Evidence linking it to lung cancerEvidence linking it to lung cancer
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�� Largely but not completely preventableLargely but not completely preventable
�� Survivability very lowSurvivability very low
�� Most common form of cancer death inMost common form of cancer death in
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�� Tobacco implicated in vast majority ofTobacco implicated in vast majority of

cases (approx. 90%)cases (approx. 90%)
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�� Recognised as a problem followingRecognised as a problem following
cohort studies of miners - excess lungcohort studies of miners - excess lung
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�� Since 1980’s exposures in certainSince 1980’s exposures in certain
homes considered potential cause ofhomes considered potential cause of
lung cancerlung cancer
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�� Precautionary principle advisedPrecautionary principle advised
�� Remedial action advised where doseRemedial action advised where dose

equivalent levels => 200equivalent levels => 200 bq bq m m-3-3

�� Survey of radon by NRPBSurvey of radon by NRPB
�� No cost measurement in high radonNo cost measurement in high radon

areasareas
�� Public awareness campaignPublic awareness campaign
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�� Low proportion of homes undertakingLow proportion of homes undertaking
remedial works (10-20%)remedial works (10-20%)

So:-So:-
�� Change in policy to target remediationChange in policy to target remediation

in co-operation with L.A.’Sin co-operation with L.A.’S
�� Introduction of changes to buildingIntroduction of changes to building

regulations to require protection in newregulations to require protection in new
homeshomes
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Because direct evidence inconclusive,Because direct evidence inconclusive,
risks are modelled from miner datarisks are modelled from miner data

U.K. Policy based on:U.K. Policy based on:

BEIR VI model which assumes LNTBEIR VI model which assumes LNT
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�� Current predicted outcomes using thisCurrent predicted outcomes using this
model are for annual lung cancermodel are for annual lung cancer
mortality of between 2000 and 3300mortality of between 2000 and 3300

�� Between 500 and 1300 of these are inBetween 500 and 1300 of these are in
non smokersnon smokers
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�� What does this mean in practice?What does this mean in practice?

US lifetime lung cancer mortality attributable to radon in a cohort of 50,000 males and 50,000 females
at age 30

                                      Radon, pCi/l

<=0.5 0.5-4 >4 >10 Total

No-mobility model

Mobility model

40 (8.7%)

158 (34.9%)

277 (60.5%)

264 (58.3%)

141 (30.8%)

31 (6.8%)

47 (10.3%)

2 (0.4%)

458 (100%)

453 (100%)

Source: Warner et al (1995)
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Radon mappingRadon mapping
�� Data may be inaccurateData may be inaccurate

Radon controlRadon control
�� Cost effectiveness modelled on staticCost effectiveness modelled on static

populationpopulation
�� Ceasing smoking of considerably moreCeasing smoking of considerably more

benefitbenefit
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AssumingAssuming model is correct at low doses: model is correct at low doses:
�� Predicted benefits to individual fromPredicted benefits to individual from

remediation likely to be overestimatedremediation likely to be overestimated
�� Place responsibility for public healthPlace responsibility for public health

problem at individual levelproblem at individual level
�� Have not compared radon programmeHave not compared radon programme

costs with other interventionscosts with other interventions
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�� Evaluate and quantify effects of UKEvaluate and quantify effects of UK
population mobilitypopulation mobility

�� Calculate true costs of remediationCalculate true costs of remediation
allowing for mobilityallowing for mobility

�� Re-evaluate numbers and locations ofRe-evaluate numbers and locations of
homes with high radon levelshomes with high radon levels

�� Evaluate costs of radon remediationEvaluate costs of radon remediation
against smoking cessationagainst smoking cessation

RecommendationsRecommendations
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